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ET-NRC-93-3798
NSRA APSL-93 0009
Docket No. STN 52-003

January 19,1993
Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTENTION: DR. TilOMAS MURLEY

SUBJECT: NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDrrlONAL INFORMATION ON Tile AP6(X)
| TESTING PROGRAM DATED SE!*rEMBER 1,1992

REFERENCE: LETTER, R. C. PIERSON (NRC) TO LIPARULO (W), "RESULTS OF T11E
STAFF'S PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF Ti1E PROPOSED TESTING TO DE
CONDUCTED AT Tile SPES-2 FACILITY,'' DATED SEPTEMBER 1.1992

Dear Dr. Murley:

Please find attached with this letter information in respense to the reference request for additional
information (RAI). The requested information is related to the testing to be conducted by ;

Westinghouse at the SPESO facility in support of the AP600 design.

The Westinghouse Electric Corporation. copyright notice is also attached.

Please contact Brian A. McIntyre on (412) 374-4334 if you have any questions concerning this
i- transmittal.
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N. . Lipa 10, Manager
Nuclear Safety & Regulatory Activities
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Attachment to Westinghouse Letter la NRC-93 3798*

Respmse to September 1,1992 Request for Additional informatloc
itegarding the Proinsed Testing to be Conducted at the SPES 2 Faellity

GisNEllAL COMMINI'S
The NRC staff reviewed a SPES-2 test matrix provided to them in June 1992 (Westinghouse letter
ET-NRC-92 3713, N. J. Liparulo to Dr. T. Murley, dated June 2.5,1992, " Slides From the
June 1, lW2 AP600 Presentation on Integral Systerns Testing *). Further review of this matrix by
Westinghouse has resulted in changes. The revised inatrix was discussed in a meeting with NRC on
December 10,1992 and provided in Westinghouse letter ET-NRC-92-3785 (N. J. Liparuto to
Dr. T. Murley dated Decernber 17,1992, " Presentation Material from December 9 10, 1992
Westinghouse /NRC Meeting on APMX) Test Program"). The revised matrix adds a small break test
with the interat. lions of the txm safety CVCS and residual heat removal systems, as well as a third
steam generator tube rupture test. 11e double-ended guillotine break of the pretsurizer/CMT balance
line between the check valve and the pressuriier has been d opped from the matrix. 'lhe reason for

-

dropping this test is that the inadvertent ADS tests, which will be perforrned as a part of the hot
preoperational tests, will be very similar to this particular test, since both are pressurizer vapor space
break tests.

(1) NitC Request
'fh NRC staff requests that Westinghouse address the 11 specific conecrns . . which we e
identified in a January 1992 (Crutchfield to Tritch, January 30, IW2) lettet. In its letters of
June 22, and July 21,1992, the staff requested additional information regarding the APGX)
testing program."

Westinghouse llespmse
The Westinghouse response to the January 30,1992 letter was provided in a letter from
Mr. S. R. Tritch to Mr. D. Crutchfield dated February 14,1992 (Westinghouse letter
ET-NRC-92 3ui3, "Respmses to 'AP600 Design Issues To Be Resolved By liigh-pressure,
Full-height Integral Testing'").

.

The Westinghouse response to the June 22,1992 letter was provided in a letter from
Mr. N. J. Liparuto to Dr. T. Murley dated January 19,1993 (Westinghouse letter
ET-NRC-9340)7, "NRC Request for Additional Information Related to APux) Design").

The Westinghouse ressmse to the July 21,1992 letter wa:. provided in n let'ar from
Mr. N. J. Liparuto to Dr. T. Mutley dated January 19,1993 (Westinghouse letter
ET-NRC-93-3799, "NRC Requests For Additional Information on the AP600 Testing Program
dred July 21, 1992").
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Attachment to Westinghouse letter ET.NRC 93 3798'

(2) NRC Request
The staff noted that Westinghouse selected a 2 inch break of a * core make-up tank (CMT) side"
cold kg as the limiting break t. ire in terms of passive safety system response. llowever,
analyses perform d for the NRC have indicated that, in general, smaller breaks pose a greater
challenge to the passive systems. Westinghouse has indicated that the minimum break si.e for
which inventory hiss through the break will excced the capacity of non safety system makeup is
approximately 3M inch. Therefore, the staff requests that Westinghouse consider performing a
test, modeling a break of about this size, which evaluates only the response of safety systems.

Westinghottse Response
Th:re is a test in the test matrix which is specified as an approximately 1 inch cold leg bicak, to
imestigate the behavior of a smaller break. In the SPES 2 facility, as the break size decreases
the transient becomes longer and the excess heat losses and metal heat release may begin to
mask the true transient behavior. Analysis of this SPES-2 facility response for smaller breaks,

-

approximately 1/2 inch diameter, will be investigated using RELAP-5 MOD 3 V80 to ensure
that a test will provide meaningful results. If it appears that a smaller break site can be
performed in the facility and yield rneaningful thermal-hydraulic data, this test will replace the
approximately 1 inch cold leg break currently in the test matrix.

Since the SSAR analysis was submitted, Westinghouse has analyzed a 1/2 inch crid leg break
case with NOTRUMP. In comparing the 1/2 inch case to the 1 inch cold leg case, the RCS
minimum inventory is lower with the 1 inch case, thus making the 1 inch Clli case more
limiting. This is the bas 3 for the 1 inch Clli case currently in the test matrix.

<

(3) NRC Request
in addition, the staff noted that the rnost limiting single active failure selected for all of th?
SPES-2 tests is the failure e one 4th stage automatic depressurir.ation system (ADS) train.r

Since the availability of the large vo'ume of water in the in-containment refucling water storage
tank (IRWST) depends ultimately on depressurizing the reactor coolant system to approximately
containment pressure, the staff concluded that this is a reasonable assumption. However, a _

quantitative assessment of a ranga of possible single failures to show that the one chosen is, in
fact, the most limiting for the ent!re range of simulated accidents was not provided. The staff
requests that such an assessment be performed, to ensure that the indicated single failure is the
most limiting one.

Two direct vessel injection line breaks are included in the test matrix: a double-ended guillotine
break of one line and a 2 inch break in one of the direct vessel injection liacs. The doubic-
ended guillotine break is classified in the matrix as an inte: mediate break due to the size of the
direct vessel injection line (8 inch nominal diameter). Westinghouse considers this accident to
be one of the most severe tests of the passive safety systems because it disables an entire train
of emergency core cooling and results in a substantial loss of reactor coolant inventory. The
limiting single failure is again specified as failure of one 4th stage ADS train ,o open.

The staff has reviewed the evaluation of the double-ended guillotine break and concluded that
an analytical study should be performed to determine the worst case location for the double-
ended guillotine direct vessel injection break.
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Attachment to Westinghouse 12tter ICI'.NitC-93 3798*

.

| The analyses discussed in the AlWO SSAlt assume that this break occurs at the direct sessel
injection noule on the reactoi veswl. While this location probably maximlics inverumy loss'

from the reactor coolant systern, the core make up tank (CMT) and accumubtor can pressurlie
the direct vessel injection line and delay litWST drainage for several minutes. Other hicationn,
for which loss of litWST fluid begins earlier in the accident, may prove to be more t.evere, due
to reduction in litWST inventory prior to initiadon of litWST injection.

Westinghouse Itespmse
The purpne of the SI'ES 2 tests is to provide a data base to validate the SSAll codes for
passive systems.1he planned DVI tests, which include a double-ended guillotine break and a 2
inch break should provide sufficient validation for this break h> cation. The staff question on a
dif ferent break location can then be best answeied by phmt analysis. Westinghouse will perform
APal plant analysis cumining the possibility of a worst break kication along the DVI line,
llowever, for the purposes of code validation, the two DVI line tests selected in the SPES-2 test
niatrix shouhl be sulficient to validate our computer codes.

(-1) NitC llequest
The 2 inch break in a diicet vessel injection line should result in some degradation (but not a
complete loss) of the performance of the affected emergency core cooling system (ECG) train,
llowever, the same limiting single failure is chosen for this test (failure of one 4th stage ADS
train in operi). The staff requests that Westinghouse analyte non Jouble-ended guillotine breaks
larger than 2 inch in tbc direct vessel injec. inn line and other credible single failures. A break
smaller than a double 4aded guillotine rupture but larger than 2 inches may nsuh in substantial
loss of reactor coolant inventory while slowing the leakage rate from the CMT. With regard to
limiting failures, the staff believes that when one train of the ECCS is disabled riy failure that
might degrade or climinate put of the remaining passive safety systems prior to rceching 4th
stage ADS actuation (such as failure to open of an intact 4ide CMT check valve or failure of an
entlier stage ADS valve) could be more limiting.

Westinghouse itespmse
The purpose of the SPES 2 tests is to provide a data base for SSAll computer code verification, !

therefore, the two DVI 1;ne tests which are planned (the complete DVI line guillotine and the
two inch break) Ncket the break si/cs and should be suffielent to verify the SSAlt analysis
codes for this panicular break location. Also since all valves including the check valves use
parallel lines, a failuie of a single check valse will not climina:e a system such as the CMT,

(5) NitC hequest
The staff concludes thw the sci of .small/ intermediate break LOCA's, which involve pressure
balance line breaks, appears adequate. These tests should provide a demanding test of the
ability of the analysis codes to predict the asymmetries. The staff requests that Westinghouse
(1) analy/c break sites other than 2 inch for the cold leg balance line break to see if more
severe nsymmetries or system degradation is predicted; and (2) perform a more comprehensive
evaluation of the limiting single failure.
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Attnehment to Westinghouse letter ET.NitC 93 3798-
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West!nphonse Respmse
As stat d le the respmse to question 3, the purpose of the SPES 2 tests is to provide a data bases

to validate the SSAR computer codes. As such, the planned tests bracket the break stres that
could be postulated for the cold leg balance line and should be sufficient to validate the code for
this break h> cation. %c staff tequest for additional calculations to find a more limiting
condition for this break location are more direc;ed at the AP600 SSAR analysis, not the SPES
tests. He SPES tests for this bicak hication and the resulting comparisons to the SSAR codes
should be sufficient to validate the computer codes.

(6) NRC Request
Two proposed tests in the test matrix are designed to simulate a single steam generator tute
rupture. ne staf f has concluded, based on the operating history of current generation plants,
that the likehhood of a single SOTR is much greater than the probability of other design basis
accidents. In addition, the response of the AP600 design to a single or multiple SGTR is unique

-

compared to conventional plants, particularly when no credit is taken for operator action or non.
safety related equipment. %crefore, the staf f requests that Westinghouse analyte and conduct
testing for the most limiting, credib!e multiple SGTR event, determine the mor.t limiting single
failure for both single and multiple SGTR events, and include the most limiting single failure as
part of the test coaditions.

'
Westinghouse Respmse
The SSAR analysis considered the design basis SGTR without active systems to investigate the
control und response of the plant as well as the radiological consequences of the postulated
transient. The worst single failure was found to be the failure of a steam generator tellef valve
to be stuck open, to maximize the postulated : diological releases. This particular single failure
has no meaning for a test facility lika SPES-2.

Again, the purpose of the SPES 2 tests is to provide data to assess and verify the SSAR analysis
codes. Here nre three SGTR tests planned for the SPES facility. Two tests will examine the
design basis SGTRt one test with only passive systems, and one test with the availability of
active systems. Also, a beyond design basis multi-tube rupture (3 tubes) test is being planned _

for the SPES-2 tests. This test would be performed on a best estirnate basis in which etedit will
be taken for non-passive refety systems.

(7) NitC Request
The staff reviewed the proposed test to simulate a ruain steam line break and requests that
Westinghouse determine whether there is a limiting single failure that could cause either faster
CMT draining or additional CMT injection und tesult in reduction of the margin to ADS
actuation. If such a single failure is determined to exist, it should be included in the conditions
for the test to simulate a main steam line break.

I
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Attachment to Westinghouse 12tter lit.NRC.93 3798'-
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Westinghouse Resgue
As indicated earlict, the steamline break test in SPES-2 is to provide a data base to c(mfirm the
SSAR analysis codes; not to find the worst possible set of conditions for a steamline break. The
basis we are using for the SPES 2 test is the SSAR calculation for a full double-ended guillotine
break which gives a very rapid cool down such that the margin to ADS activation is minimlicd.

lThe experiment would model the SSAR steamline break conditions which are also specifically
chosen to minimize primary side shrinkage and minimize the margin to ADS actuation.

(8) NRC Request .

Ec inadvertent ADS actuation tests in the shakedown phase of the test program do not appear |
In the fonnal test matrix. The staff Fas concluded that there is sufficient technical basis for j
including inadvertent actuation of ADS in the final test matrix Therefore, the staff requests that - |
Westinghouse include the inadvertent ADS actuation tests in the overall program for SPES-2.
In addition, the staff requests that Westinghouse provide additional information, commensurate
with that for the tests included in the SPES 2 matrix, so that the staff can more fully evaluate

,

these tests, with respect to assumptions, safety /non safety systems utillred, and single failure |
considerations. I

Westinghouse Resgxmse
Since the SPES-2 test facility has known excessive metal heat due to the full height, fu!!
pressure sirnulation; the depressurization of the test facility may not occur over a time scale ;

consistent with the AP&X) plant. Therefore, it is planned to provide ir. creased flow area for the j
fourth and if necessary, the third stage ADS valves on the SPES-2 test to compensate for the |

excess metal heat in the facility. We will be comparing the APMX) plant calculations with :

inadsertent ADS to the SPES-2 test facility response to size the valves. RELAP.5 MOD 3 V80
and/or NOTRUMP will be used for these calculations. The INEL APGX) plant model will also
be used to maintain consistency with the INEL APGK) plant calculation. ,

%e inadvertent ADS tests in SPES-2 will use the same testing approach as the matrix tests
including the data quality assurance and reporting. Since these tests will establish the valve '

sizing for the remainder of the SPES 2 test series, they are the final tests of the hot functional -
test series.

These tests will be reported to the staff in a manner consistent with the other SPES 2 tests.

t
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COPYRIGilT NO l'lCE

The repirts transtnitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is perrnitted to
inake the number of copics of the infortnation contained in these reports wh:ch are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, arnerv.iment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright

protection not withstanding. With respect to the non proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is -

permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary
in order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public
document room in Washington, D.C. and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC
regulations if the number of copics submitted is insufficieni for this purpose. The NRC is not authoriecd
to make copies for the personal use of mernbers of t'e r ublic who make use of the NRC public doeurnent

Copics inade by the NRC must include the copyright notice in all instances and nic proprietaryroom s.
notice if the original was identified as proprietary.
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